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Question1:
Read the given case study and answerthe questions that follow.

Programmedesign and development.

Oneafternoon at a farewell meeting, after everyone had a few drinks, Pedro ( line
manager) and Ndapandula (the HR Manager) had a discussion on the value oftraining
and development.

Peter said, “| believe employees should be trained to do their jobs. Trainers do not
focus on the correct issues. They talk about motivation, but if an employee does not
want to perform his/her job she must go. | attended a two-day Industrial Relations
course organised by the Industrial Relations (IR) Department and presented by a
consultant a few weeks ago- but what a messit proved to be! | was not informed of
the course details when | arrived. A Number of my juniors were also attending the
same course!”

“However, this was not the worst. Listen to this. We started off with the principles of
motivation for half an hour a day, after which the trainer began discussingthetripartite
structure. We ended the day with a discussion on the environmental issues that
influenced IR, followed by the tripartite system, and so on. But the problem wasthat
there was nostructure at all to this learning programme. Whata joke! The trainer
advised that we all had to use the samelearning method andif we did well, everybody
could have a day off and that should motivate all of us to do better on the next course.
There seemed to be lack of design and no structure. | wonderedif the trainer knew
what he was doing. My whole section was negative aboutthe training offered as well.”

After Pedro’s outburst, Ndapandula made an appointment with Pedro for the next day
to discuss someof the issued raised.

Source: Erasmusetal. (1015, p. 193).

QUESTION1:
(a) List the complaints that Pedro gave to Ndapandula about howtraining was not

being done well in their company.(5)

(b) If you were the HR Manager (Ndapandula), how would you have planned to
solve the accusation that “Trainers were not focusing on the correct issues,”

and that “there was lack of design and nostructure in the training that trainers
gave?” (15)

(c) Imagine Ndapandula was designing training for mangers using on-the-job
training methods which are the most popular approaches used in Namibia. Give
a brief overview of methods such as Coaching, Mentoring, Committee

Assignments; Job rotation, and Understudy assignments for the benefit of
Ndapandula’s understanding. (10)



Question 2:
List the requirements of a learning outcome and what it embodies. (10)

Question3:
Identify and briefly discuss the nine (9) approaches to sequencing content and their
benefits. (20)

Question 4:
Evaluation is not done just for the sake of doingit. It is done for a purpose or a good
reason. Discuss purposes of programmeevaluation (20)

Question 5:
You are responsible for training and development at XYZ Company and you are not
sure of which assessmentstrategies to utilise when training staff members. Research
on and analyse the importance all the types of assessment in outcomes-based
learning. (20)

END OF EXAMINATION!!]


